Passive margins getting squeezed in the mantle convection vice
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[1] Passive margins often exhibit uplift, exhumation, and tectonic inversion. We speculate that the compression in the lithosphere gradually increased during the Cenozoic, as seen in the number of mountain belts found at active margins during that period. Less clear is how that compression increase affects passive margins. In order to address this issue, we design a 2-D viscous numerical model wherein a lithospheric plate rests above a weaker mantle. It is driven by a mantle conveyor belt, alternatively excited by a lateral downwelling on one side, an upwelling on the other side, or both simultaneously. The lateral edges of the plate are either free or fixed, representing the cases of free convergence, and collision (or slab anchoring), respectively. This distinction changes the upper mechanical boundary condition for mantle circulation and thus, the stress field. Between these two regimes, the flow pattern transiently evolves from a free-slip convection mode toward a no-slip boundary condition above the upper mantle. In the second case, the lithosphere is highly stressed horizontally and deforms. For a constant total driving force, compression increases drastically at passive margins if upwellings are active. Conversely, if downwellings alone are activated, compression occurs at short distances from the trench and extension prevails elsewhere. These results are supported by Earth-like models that reveal the same pattern, where active upwellings are required to excite passive margins compression. Our results substantiate the idea that compression at passive margins is in response to the underlying mantle flow that is increasingly resisted by the Cenozoic collisions.


1. Introduction

[2] Paleogeographic reconstructions [e.g., Blakey, 2008] suggest that the Earth had much less topographic relief during the time of maximum continental dispersion, during the Late Cretaceous. Since then, continents continuously contract, and the many Cenozoic mountain belts at active margins best record this worldwide change. However, not only the active margins are exposed to deformation, and mounting evidence suggests that passive margins also undergo contraction—yet more subtle—and they are now often colloquially referred to as not-so-passive margins.

[3] A range of arguments is indicative of gentle shortening at passive margins. First, elevation is often anomalously high with respect to the surrounding continent (>2000 m at short distances from the coastline) [e.g., Japsen et al., 2012a and Figure 1]. Second, passive margins are also rapidly uplifting, as indicated by abundant, widespread, Upper Cenozoic sequences of paleocoasts (e.g., marine terrace, beach-ridges, and coral terraces) developed on the coasts located in such settings [Pedoja et al., 2011 and Figure 1] and post-rift marine sediments (for instance, in NE Brazil [Morais Neto et al., 2006; Martill, 2007] and West Greenland [Piasecki et al., 1992; Japsen et al., 2006]). Third, ubiquitous exhumation at passive margins occurs during the Cenozoic (Figure 1). A variety of examples are found, among others, in India [Gumell and Fleitout, 1998]; in the South Atlantic in general [Gallagher and Brown, 1999], Western Africa [Lavier et al., 2001], Morocco [Ghoral et al., 2008], Southern Africa [Partridge and Maud, 1987; Brown et al., 2002; Roberts and White, 2010] and Brazil [Cobbold et al., 2001; Cogné et al., 2011, 2012; Japsen et al., 2012b], in particular; in the North Atlantic in general [Japsen and Chalmers, 2000; Cloetingh and Van Wees, 2005; Cloetingh et al., 2008], Greenland [e.g., Japsen et al., 2006; Thomson et al., 1999; Japsen et al., 2012a], Barents Sea and the Alaskan north slope [Green and Duddy, 2010], Norway [Lundin and Doré, 2002; Ritchie et al., 2008], the British Isles [Hillis et al., 2008a; Holford et al., 2008, 2009; Smallwood, 2008], and North Sea basin [Japsen, 1998], in particular. As pointed out by Japsen et al. [2012a], exhumation generally follows a period of subsidence and only occurs long after breakup, and might even be episodic. Lastly, tectonic inversion affects many margins (Figure 1). Again, examples are found in Brazil [Gomes Sant’Anna et al., 1997; Riccomini.
and Assumpcao, 1999; Cobbold et al., 2007; Cogné et al., 2011, 2012] and Patagonia [Rodriguez and Littek, 2001], in the British Isles [Andersen and Boldreel, 1995; Lundin and Doré, 2002; Smallwood, 2008] and in the North Atlantic [Doré et al., 1997], Norway [Brekke, 2000], West Africa [Huduc and Jackson, 2002; Jackson et al., 2005; Briggs et al., 2009], Moroccan Meseta [Ghorbal et al., 2008], India [Gunnell and Fleitout, 1998], Iberia [Masson et al., 1994; Peron-Pinvidic et al., 2008], and Australia [Hillis et al., 2008b; Bishop and Goldrick, 2000]. Here we refer to tectonic inversion when former normal faults are tectonically inverted and unambiguously reveal compression. Exhumation itself may not be as symptomatic and may be caused by mantle rather than lithospheric activity.

Several mechanisms, for instance, dynamic support from the underlying mantle flow in West Africa [e.g., Lithgow-Bertelloni and Silver, 1998], flexure due to sedimentary loading [e.g., Gunnell and Fleitout, 1998], and enhanced erosion due to climate change [Clift, 2010] partially explain these observations on regional scales. In fact, such mechanisms satisfactorily explain uplift and exhumation but fail to explain tectonic inversions. Only subduction initiation at passive margins may trigger modest compression, uplift, and exhumation [e.g., Nikolaeva et al., 2010]. Moreover, because most margins appear affected in a similar fashion, these observations suggest a general process that applies at least at the scale of the Atlantic, where most passive margins are found at present, but likely also on global scales.

Exhumation and tectonic inversion in many instances occur at conjugate margins (e.g., Brazil and Western Africa, [Japsen et al., 2012b] and the margins of the North Atlantic [Japsen et al., 2012a]). Even more intriguing is the fact that phases of tectonic inversion at passive margins appear to be coeval to periods of tectonic activity at their active counterparts. This is observed in South America [Cobbold et al., 2007] where the Peruvian, Incaic, Quechua phases of Andean deformation match the deformation at the Brazilian margin [Cogné et al., 2012], or Iberia where tectonic inversion is synchronous to the Alpine deformation [Peron-Pinvidic et al., 2008]. This observation suggests that a general process leads to compression at both margins. Plate tectonics and continental deformation are, of course, ultimately linked to mantle convection. Sublithospheric mantle fractions are thought to be relevant for relative plate motions, trench motions, and lithospheric deformation [e.g., Steinberger et al., 2001; Becker and O’Connell, 2001; Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2002; Lithgow-Bertelloni and Guynn, 2004; Husson, 2012]. In the Indian Ocean [Becker and Faccenna, 2011], the South Atlantic [Husson et al., 2012], or along the entire global plate circuit [Faccenna et al., 2013], approximately cylindrical, whole mantle convection cells underneath the drifting plates successfully explain the time evolution of active orogens at convergent boundaries. These previous studies explored how mantle “conveyor belts” need to be simultaneously excited by active upwellings and downwellings, as opposed to large-scale return flow, in order to match the observed kinematics. Downwellings associated with subduction pull the plates trenchward and are therefore essentially a source of extension in the lithosphere. Conversely, if upwellings are located close to spreading centers (“ridges”), they can serve to push plates from ridges to trenches and are a source of compression. Of course, because of conservation of mass, an upwelling is necessarily associated to, at least, one downwelling (and vice versa) but the importance of their contributions is a matter of (i) focusing (slab-like, focused downwellings can be counterbalanced by upwellings that are either diffuse or localized, underneath oceanic ridges in particular); and (ii) their respective buoyancies that render them either active or passive. In the present-day plate configuration, upwellings, chiefly fuelled by the African superswell, appear

Figure 1. Synthetic map showing the following: (i) anomalously elevated passive margins (topography and black ellipses, after Japsen et al., 2012a), (ii) coastal sequence including the last interglacial maximum benchmark (125 ka) (dots, after Pedoja et al. [2011]; passive margins are plotted in red, others in yellow), and, (iii), exhumed and tectonically inverted passive margins during the Cenozoic (magenta stars, see text for details and references).
to significantly contribute to the force balance, and in particular compress the upper plates. The prominent consequence is the formation of compressive belts at active plate boundaries. Because upwellings and downwellings on each side of the convection cell combine together, it is the entire plate that rides the convection cell that likely undergoes compression (Figure 2a) and collateral damage may occur anywhere in the plate, including at passive margins. The relative contributions of the upwelling and downwelling force appear critical to the wholesale compression of the plate.

[5] Slab anchoring in the lower mantle modifies the flow pattern underneath the lithosphere. If rollback freely occurs, or if it occurs faster than the oceanward motion of the upper plate, mantle flow does not dramatically interfere with the slab. Conversely, if the mantle flows faster than rollback, the convection cell gets circumscribed by the downgoing slab, on the one hand, and by the upwelling, on the other hand (Figure 2b). This modifies the state of stress in the lithosphere, and the latter will promote compression in the upper plate, at least at its active margin [Jolivet and Faccenna, 2000]. However, we speculate that the same regime applies to the passive counterpart. We thereafter refer to these two end members as drift mode and collision mode, respectively.

[6] Post-rift tectonic inversion at passive margins has been addressed kinematically [e.g., Leroy et al., 2004], where deformation reacts to an imposed convergence rate. Here we emphasize the role of basal drag excited by mantle flow, alternatively driven by upwellings and downwellings. We therefore set out to test how upwelling and downwelling forces act on the lithosphere depending on the configuration of the lithospheric plates and to explore the required conditions that promote contraction at passive margins, when the system switches from drift to collision mode.

[7] We only consider large-scale active upwellings and downwellings. Ridge-push, and its temporal variations, are assumed to be insufficient to trigger phases of compression. We thus only test the hypothesis that compression is triggered by large-scale mantle flow and ignore lithosphere-scale processes. This study possibly best applies to the South Atlantic system, an idealized version of which we used to design the experimental setup. However, the obtained results are also applicable to other cases (e.g., Australia and Africa, see Figure 1) where the main lines of dynamics appear to be akin to that of the South Atlantic in many aspects.

2. Numerical Model

2.1. Equations Solved

[9] In our numerical code (see full description in Yamato et al. [2012]), we solve the Stokes equations in 2-D (equations (1) and (2)) subject to the incompressibility constraint (equation (3))

\[-\frac{\partial P}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \tau_{xx}}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \tau_{xz}}{\partial z} = 0,\]

\[-\frac{\partial P}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial \tau_{xz}}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \tau_{zz}}{\partial z} = \rho g,\]

\[-\frac{\partial V_x}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial V_z}{\partial z} = 0,\]

where $P$, $\tau_{ij}$, $\rho$, and $g$ correspond to the pressure, deviatoric stress tensor, density, and gravitational acceleration, respectively. $V_x$ and $V_z$ are the two components of the velocity vector in a 2-D ($x, z$) Cartesian coordinate system. These equations are solved numerically on an Eulerian-staggered grid by a finite difference method [Gerya and Yuen, 2003, 2007]. Field properties such as viscosities and densities are originally set on Lagrangian particles that can be advected following a Runge-Kutta scheme within the model domain. The numerical scheme was already intensively tested [Yamato et al., 2012] and is well suited for problems involving linear viscous materials as will be used here throughout. Since we are interested in the first-order dynamics of passive margin deformation, we do not invoke more complex rheologies or
geometries which introduce necessarily new parameters (e.g., temperature and stress dependent rheologies, subduction angle, passive margin morphology, oceanic lithosphere age, etc.) that would likely only blur our analysis. This also ensures the reproducibility of our results that can be easily tested by any code-solving Stokes equations with free-slip boundary conditions.

2.2. Model Setup

[10] Our model approximates a part of the Earth’s mantle located between the core-mantle boundary and the surface. Our model geometry is purposely kept as simple as possible (Figure 3a). The Cartesian box is 6000 km wide and 3000 km deep. The grid resolution used is of 601 × 301 nodes which corresponds to a spatial resolution of 10 km. We consider this resolution sufficient because (i) the wavelength of the expected perturbations are typically one order of magnitude higher and (ii) we performed resolution tests; by increasing the resolution by factors of 2 and 4 that lead to very similar velocity fields. All the mechanical boundary conditions are free slip and all the viscosities in our model are linear viscous.

[11] A continental lithosphere adjacent to an oceanic lithosphere at its right-hand side is located on the top of the model (Figure 3a). The left-hand side of the continental lithosphere rests above a body of negative buoyancy that models a downwelling zone (slab in subduction zone). It integrates to a downward force $F_d$. Tuning the density contrast between the whole mantle and this prescribed domain (in blue in Figure 3a) sets the value of $F_d$. At the opposite, the right side of the oceanic lithosphere rests above a domain of positive buoyancy, which integrates to an upward force $F_u$ and that similarly models an upwelling zone (in red in Figure 3a). In this last case, the density difference between the upwelling material and the mantle is then negative. These two forces ($F_d$ and $F_u$) are the only driving forces in our model, and they are balanced by viscous dissipation in the mantle. We do not consider other effects, whose contributions (e.g., details of slab bending, interplate friction as resisting forces, and gravitational sliding of the cooling oceanic lithosphere (“ridge push”) as driving forces) may explain local departures from the general behavior that we test here because our model is more conceptual than applied to a given setting.

[12] The net values of these internal forces are, however, not well known. For the South Atlantic, the sum of $F_d$ and $F_u$ is supposed to be on the order of $\sim 10^{13} \text{Nm}^{-1}$ [Husson et al., 2012], for example. To facilitate comparison between all of our models, we decided to keep the net force ($F_d + F_u$) that excites the mantle convection cell constant. In that way, this total force can be easily distributed between the upwelling and/or downwellings (see section 3.2). This total force is somewhat arbitrarily set to $2 \cdot 10^{13} \text{Nm}^{-1}$ in all our models, corresponding to typical plate tectonic value (slab pull, [see e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 1982]). This choice does not restrict generality: since everything is linear in our experiments, should this force be modified by a given factor, our quantitative results would scale accordingly, but our conclusions would not be altered. In addition, the same results can be obtained for other values by adjusting the viscosities by an appropriate factor. In that sense, we could have opted for a dimensionless analysis, but for an easiest comparison with natural data, we decided to keep dimensional values.

[13] In our models, continental and oceanic lithospheres are modeled by rectangular bodies. The “ridge side” of the oceanic lithosphere ends as a triangle over 500 km (i.e., $l_r = 500$ km, Figure 3a). The oceanic lithosphere is not attached to the right-hand side of the box, for one upper mantle cell separates it from the model box edge. This ensures that the lithosphere is free to move laterally and is not affected by the free-slip boundary condition imposed at the right side, which would impose $V_z = 0$ at the lithosphere edge. Setting different values for $l_r$ only modifies the results by no more than 1 mm yr$^{-1}$ and yields overall very similar kinematics. For this reason, we thus chose to stick to a value of $l_r$ set to 500 km in all our computations.
[14] The influence of the thickness of both the oceanic and continental lithospheres is not presented here either for two reasons. First, by testing different values for the thickness of the oceanic lithosphere and considering that the continental lithosphere thickness is larger than the oceanic one, the results are identical. Second, since these parameters can be inferred from geophysical data, they do not constitute a real unknown parameter. We thus fixed typical thicknesses to 200 km and 100 km [e.g., Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2006] for the continental and the oceanic lithosphere, respectively. The width of the continental lithosphere is similarly set in all our models to 2000 km.

[15] In our model, the density is generally uniform and set to \( \rho_{\text{ref}} = 3250 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \) everywhere in the model box. Density differences are only assigned to the upwelling and the downwelling zones that drive, by buoyancy, the convection cell (Figure 3a). The density value in the upwelling (\( \rho_u \)) and in the downwelling (\( \rho_d \)) areas depends on the buoyancy force applied and are expressed as follows:

\[
\rho_u = \rho_{\text{ref}} - \frac{F_u}{\rho_{\text{ref}} g A_u} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\rho_d = \rho_{\text{ref}} + \frac{F_d}{\rho_{\text{ref}} g A_d} \tag{5}
\]

where \( F_u \) and \( F_d \) correspond to the absolute values of the upwelling and downwelling forces, respectively, and \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration (set to 9.81 m s\(^{-2}\)). These upwelling and downwelling forces are thus evenly distributed over the surfaces \( A_u \) and \( A_d \), respectively (see Figure 3a). Here we focus on the tractions caused by convective flow in the mantle. However, we are aware that the complete lithospheric stress field will also have contributions due to lateral variations in the gravitational potential energy due to differences in the vertical density structure above the compensation depth. In particular, the mean continental plate stress state is strongly affected by the density of the lithospheric mantle and crustal thickness [Fleitout and Froidevaux, 1983]. Any such effects will be superimposed on the patterns we discuss here.

[16] The viscosity profile used in our models is presented in Figure 3b. The viscosity in the lower mantle corresponds to a very simplified profile: From 660 km to 2650 km depth, the viscosity is set to \( \eta_{\text{um}} = 5 \cdot 10^{22} \text{ Pa s} \). Below, the viscosity is set to \( 10^{21} \text{ Pa s} \) (D\(^{+}\) layer). Experiments have also been done by using a B-family profile [see details in Cizkova et al. [2012]]. However, since the results yield identical conclusions, we thus choose to use the simplest 1-D viscosity profile for this study. Above the lower mantle, the viscosities are not well resolved and therefore need to be tested (section 3.1). To simplify, we considered the viscosity of the continental lithosphere, of the oceanic lithosphere, and of the upper mantle as linear and constant. Implementing nonlinear rheologies would at the largest scales mainly affect rates but not patterns of mantle flow, and likely by an amount that is not critical to our aims of conceptual exploration [see e.g., Becker, 2006]. Our simplified rheology also implicitly discards the effect of slab stiffness that will modulate the surrounding mantle flow [e.g., Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2002; Loiselet et al., 2010]. In fact, because there is no proper slab-like structure—besides the density of the negatively buoyant unit—the models where the downwelling zone is remote from the box edge correspond to a subduction zone that offers no resistance to the upper plate, i.e., a subduction zone where the rate of rollback adjusts to the rate at which the upper plate migrates toward the subduction zone. Conversely, models where the downwelling zone is at the box edge corresponds to a situation where the slab offers an absolute resistance to upper plate drift. These situations shall thus be considered as the two end members Earth-like regimes of subduction.

[17] The aim of our study is (i) to quantify the influence of the force balance between downwelling and upwelling on the deformation of the lithosphere, and (ii) to highlight the consequences of the current continental aggregation that, to some extent, corresponds to the transition from a continent that is free to ride over the mantle (drift mode) to a continent that is blocked by the adjacent subducting or colliding plates (collision mode). However, since it is impossible to address this problem without some knowledge of the viscosities of the lithospheres and upper mantle, they thus need to be constrained first. We thus proceed to test the influence of the upper mantle and of the continental/oceanic lithosphere viscosities.

3. Results

[18] As the natural observation described in section 1 corresponds to the actual state of the lithosphere, we first focused our study on the collision mode \( (L = 0) \), see Figure 3a). This configuration corresponds to the actual state of the South American plate blocked at its eastern margin by the subduction of the Nazca plate, anchored underneath the Andes [Husson et al., 2012]. This reference model will be used later for a study through time (in drift mode) by using different values for \( L \) (see Figure 3a). This allows us to constrain (i) the suitable radial viscosity structure and (ii) the force balance needed to match the model results (velocity and strain rate) with observations. These parameters will form the basis upon which we further elaborate our analysis of the time evolution of this system.

3.1. Setting Up the Radial Viscosity Structure

[19] In the collision mode, \( L = 0 \) and the lithosphere cannot move freely above the convection cell (see Figure 1a). As noted in section 1, the net driving force involved in this example amounts to \( 2 \cdot 10^{13} \text{ N m}^{-1} \). This total force is evenly distributed \( (F_u = F_d = 10^{13} \text{ N m}^{-1}) \). The influence of this partitioning of the total force is discussed later in section 3.2. Figure 4 shows the results obtained with an identical viscosity for both oceanic and continental lithospheres and a range of viscosities for the upper mantle.

[20] In such configurations, for an acceptable range of values of the upper mantle viscosity \( \eta_{\text{um}} \) (from \( 10^{19} \) to \( 10^{21} \text{ Pa s} \)), the viscosity of the continental lithosphere \( \eta_c \) should be close to \( 10^{22} \text{ Pa s} \) in order to get strain rates in the lithosphere that compare to the observations, for the Andes in particular. Indeed, in these models (i) the strain rate reaches its maximal value close to the collision area (corresponding to the Andes) and (ii) the second invariant strain rate profile is between \( 10^{-15} \) and \( 10^{-16} \text{ s}^{-1} \) over \( \sim 500 \text{ km} \) width decreasing from the west to the east, which is comparable to the value inferred from the World Strain Rate Map (WSRM) of Kemerer et al. [2003]. For higher viscosities \( \eta_c = \eta_u = 10^{23} \text{ Pa s} \), deformation in the collision area becomes
too small (< 10\(^{-16}\) s\(^{-1}\), Figure 4a) and the corresponding second invariant of the strain rate (Figure 4b, dotted lines) is low (< 10\(^{-16}\) s\(^{-1}\)). Moreover, this leads to deformation at the passive margin with the same order of magnitude as that at the active margin, which is obviously not the case in reality. The second invariant of the strain rate at passive margins is close to zero in the WSRM because strain rates are much lower than that at the active margins. However, the World Strain Rate Map should, of course, be taken with caution because its usefulness is inherently limited to regions where there is sufficient (geodetic) data coverage, and this is generally not the case for passive margins.

[21] For lower continental lithosphere viscosities, deformation in the collisional area (Andes) is also high and extends over ~500 km width; however, these models yield unrealistic extension at the back (Figure 4a, dashed lines), which is also incompatible with the case of the South American plate in particular. This acceptable value of 10\(^{22}\) Pas is in good agreement with values found for the effective viscosity of the deforming Andean lithosphere [e.g., Husson and Ricard, 2004]. As to the viscosity ratio between the lithosphere and upper mantle, our models show that it should be ~100 to produce both realistic strain rates of passive margins and a limited deformation of the oceanic lithosphere. For a higher viscosity ratio, no deformation of the passive margin occurs (Figure 4a, green lines). If, conversely, this viscosity ratio is too low, deformation of the oceanic lithosphere becomes higher than that at the passive margin, in disagreement with observations [e.g., Kreemer et al., 2003]. Within the framework of our model simplifications, the average viscosity of the lithosphere is hence quite well constrained: the viscosity of the continental lithosphere has to be ~10\(^{22}\) Pas and ~100 times that of the upper mantle. These values are in good agreement with those obtained from postglacial rebound and convection studies (see e.g., Mitrovica and Forte, 2004; and discussion in Cizkova et al. [2012]), even if lateral viscosity variations can trade-off with such average layer estimates [e.g., Yoshida and Nakakuki, 2009; Ghosh et al., 2010].

[22] However, constant viscosity for both continental and oceanic lithosphere is problematic because in such a configuration, the strain rate in the oceanic lithosphere is higher than that at the passive margin (Figure 4a). Increasing the viscosity ratio between the oceanic and continental lithospheres yields more acceptable predictions. Results are

Figure 4. (a) Shortening rate \(\dot{\varepsilon}_{xx}\) (horizontal component of the strain rate tensor) at the surface across the 3000 km long continental and oceanic lithospheres (\(L = 0\) km, \(l_c = 2000\) km, \(F_d = F_u = 10^{11} \text{N m}^{-1}\), see Figure 3a). Positive values of \(\dot{\varepsilon}_{xx}\) correspond to compression. (b) Logarithm of the second invariant of the strain rate \(e_{2d}\) along the same profile.

Figure 5. Horizontal component of the strain rate \(\dot{\varepsilon}_{xx}\) across the 3000 km long continental and oceanic lithospheres (\(L = 0\) km and \(l_c = 2000\) km, see Figure 3a), for a variety of oceanic \(\eta_o\) and upper mantle \(\eta_{um}\) viscosities. The viscosity of the continental lithosphere \(\eta_c\) is set to 10\(^{22}\) Pas.
shown in Figure 5 for different viscosity values for the oceanic lithosphere (from $10^{22}$ to $10^{24}$ Pa s) and upper mantle ($10^{19}$ and $10^{20}$ Pa s).

These results show that regardless of the absolute viscosity of the oceanic lithosphere, similar results are obtained provided that the oceanic lithosphere is more viscous than the continental counterpart. This choice is plausible given the globally uneven distribution of intraplate seismicity [e.g., Gordon, 2000] and the rheological inference that the strength of the oceanic lithosphere at a passive margin should be higher than the continental one for ages older than ~100 Myr [e.g., Kohlstedt et al., 1995]. Indeed, similar viscosities have been used by Leroy et al. [2004] to explore the deformation at passive margins.

In summary, these results show that—at least in a collisional mode—the best parameters that yield results that are in agreement with the observations are: (i) a viscosity for the continental lithosphere ($\eta_c$) of about $10^{22}$ Pa s, (ii) a stiffer oceanic than continental lithosphere ($\eta_o > \eta_c$), and (iii) an upper mantle viscosity ($\eta_{um}$) in the range from $10^{19}$ to $10^{20}$ Pa s. We accordingly use $\eta_c = 10^{22}$ Pa s; $\eta_o = 10^{23}$ Pa s and $\eta_{um} = 10^{20}$ Pa s for our reference model.

### 3.2. Influence of the Force Balance: Upwellings Versus Downwellings

We build upon our reference experiment to explore the respective influence of the downwelling and upwelling forces. In a collisional mode, our reference model is driven by a mantle convection cell excited by both the lateral downwelling and the upwelling ($F_u = F_d = 10^{13}$ N m$^{-1}$). To test the respective effect of the downwelling and the upwelling forces on the strain rate profile in the lithosphere, we modified their respective contribution but kept the net sum of these forces unchanged throughout all models.

The strain rate profiles in the lithosphere are presented in Figure 6a and the streamlines of global mantle flow in Figure 6b. Increasing the downwelling force relative to the upwelling force leads to an increase of the compressive deformation on the active margin side and to a decrease of the compressive deformation on the passive margin side. More interestingly, if the upwelling force is completely switched off, the passive margin undergoes extension. Conversely, increasing the upwelling force compared to the downwelling force fosters compression at the passive margin. Strain rates are equal at both passive and active margins when the upwelling force amounts to ~1/3 of the downwelling force.

From these results, we suggest that upwellings play a major role on the stress regime of the lithosphere located above the convection cell. In the absence of upwellings at the ridge end of the cell, passive margins are in extension because upwellings push plates and thus only add compression. Downwellings conversely pull the plates toward the subduction zones. In principle, by doing so, they add extension. But these observations only hold at large distances from the trench; in the mantle wedge next to the trench, corner flow (Figure 6b) causes sublithospheric horizontal shear stress to increase away from the trench, up to a certain distance that scales with the thickness of the upper mantle. This flow compresses the lithosphere next to the trench; a mechanism that has been previously envisioned as a driver for the Andean orogeny [e.g., Wdowinski and O’Connell, 1991]. Moreover, the ratio between upwelling and downwelling...
forces should be close to 1 and larger than ~1/3 to produce both high strain rates in the collision zone (typically the Andes) and smaller rates at passive margins, in agreement with general observations, and with the South American plate in particular.

To fit with observations of the strain rate occurring both at the active and at the passive margin, the preferred setting in the collision mode seems to be the one where upwellings and downwellings act in comparable fractions of the net driving force. In order to test the evolution of the strain regime through time between the drift mode and the collision mode, we thus choose to use equal upwelling and downwelling forces (i.e., $F_u = F_d = 10^{13}$ N m$^{-1}$).

### 3.3. Drift Versus Collision Mode

At the opposite of the collision mode, where the continental lithosphere is blocked by an anchored subducting plate (or similarly, by a collision), the drift mode corresponds to a case of free motion of the lithosphere located over the convection cell (see Figure 2). To address the consequences of the transition from drift to collision mode, we performed experiments by placing the continental lithosphere and the downwelling at different distances ($L$) from the left-hand side of our model box (see Figure 3a). These instantaneous experiments mimic the time evolution of the dynamics of the system during this transition.

Figure 7 shows the streamlines obtained for $L = 3000$ km, $L = 1000$ km (i.e., in drift mode), and $L = 0$ km (i.e., in collision mode). Viscosity parameters are the same as for the reference model ($\eta_{\text{umat}} = 10^{20}$ Pa s, $\eta_c = 10^{22}$ Pa s, and $\eta_0 = 10^{23}$ Pa s) and the force balance is set as follows: $F_u = 10^{13}$ N m$^{-1}$ and $F_d = 10^{13}$ N m$^{-1}$. The size of the convection cell increases with time when $L$ is decreasing. Consequently, since the total force in the system is kept constant ($F_u + F_d = 2 \times 10^{13}$ N m$^{-1}$), the volume of mantle that enters in motion increases with the dimension of the cell, and the velocity in the horizontal direction of the lithosphere located over the mantle is then decreasing. This can be observed on Figure 8 where vertical profiles of the horizontal velocity are provided for the three different cases, at different locations in the model (see arrows on Figure 7). Indeed, at the surface, the velocity ($V_x$) decreases from $L = 3000$ km to $L = 1000$ km (difference between dashed and dotted lines on Figure 8).

Figures 7 and 8 show that the flow below the lithosphere is dramatically different between these two modes. In drift mode (dashed and dotted lines, Figure 8), mantle circulation resembles a Poiseuille flow with a free surface. As the lithosphere approaches the end wall and therefore is no longer free to move laterally, the upper mantle circulation gradually converts into a Poiseuille flow in the strict sense.

---

**Figure 7.** Streamlines (in blue) for three models where the only difference is the distance ($L$) from the left-hand side of the box to the continental lithosphere. Arrows with different colors correspond to the locations of the different vertical profiles shown in Figure 8. The gray segment shows the location of the strain profiles of Figure 9.

**Figure 8.** Vertical profiles through the model box showing the evolution of the horizontal velocity with time when the distance $L$ is decreasing. These profiles are computed at different distances ($d_{sub}$) from the left edge of the continental lithosphere (subduction zone). Colors correspond to these locations represented by color arrows in Figure 7. (a), (b), and (c) Profiles that pass across the continental lithosphere and (d) and (e) profiles that pass across the oceanic lithosphere. The dots correspond to the lithosphere-upper mantle transition.
between two units that deform at much slower rates, namely the lithosphere and the lower mantle. This behavior is akin to the transition from a mobile lid to a sluggish lid regime of mantle convection. The horizontal velocities at the surface are also different along the lithosphere, indicating that large deformation occurs. The mantle flow just below the lithosphere switches from a convex shape oriented toward the upwelling (convex-right in Figure 8, dashed and dotted lines) to a convex shape oriented toward the downwelling (convex-left in Figure 8, solid line) when the system switches from drift mode to collision mode.

[32] Since it reflects the variation of the horizontal velocity field in the lithosphere, the same conclusions are achieved when plotting the resulting horizontal strain rate profile in the lithosphere (Figure 9). This graph clearly shows that strain rates are boosted at the transition between the drift mode and the collision mode (red arrows). In drift mode, large deformation occurs at the active margin, but this compression is restricted to the first ~250 km from the trench. Strain rates do not vary in drift mode at the active margin, which is unaffected by the distance to the upwelling. The continental lithosphere is not deformed at all excepted at the passive margin where we clearly see the influence of the upwelling. When the upwelling is closer to the passive margin ($L = 3000$ km, dashed line), the force acting on the lithosphere is bigger because the convection cell is smaller and less viscous dissipation occurs in the mantle. The deformation then decreases during ocean spreading (e.g., $L = 1000$ km, dotted line) until the system enters the collision mode. Then, strain rates dramatically increase at the active margin, further in the continent, and at the passive margin. The joint effects of upwellings and downwellings are thus essential in collision mode but not in drift mode.

4. Discussion

[33] To first order, the compression at passive margins can be reproduced under certain conditions: (i) the motion of the lithosphere above the convection cell has to be prevented or impeded by slab anchoring, continental collision, or any mechanism suited to restrain plate motion, (ii) upwellings have to be active, as the downwellings alone do not trigger compression at passive margins, (iii) the oceanic lithosphere has to be stronger than the continental lithosphere, and (iv) the viscosity ratio between the lithosphere and the upper mantle has to be ~100.

[34] Under these conditions, even our simple models yield results that agree with observations. The magnitude of compression at passive margins is likely sufficient to trigger viscous compression but also tectonic inversion, uplift and exhumation of passive margins. These models present, however, certain crude assumptions, in particular because they rely on linear viscous rheology which only varies with depth. However, the aim of this study is not to perfectly fit the data but to test the plausibility of a mechanism, i.e., to explore how upwelling and downwelling forces in the mantle stress the lithosphere, and may or may not supply the necessary conditions for passive margin inversion when the system switches from drift to collision mode.

[35] Perfectly fitting the data is outside the scope of this study, as too many unknowns such as the precise value of the total driving force, its partitioning between upwellings and downwellings, the departure from an idealized convection cell, and more accurate rheological parameters should be accounted for. In particular, the viscosity structure could be tuned because continental margins (both active and passive) are probably weaker than the continental lithosphere itself, because of the stress and temperature dependence of the rheology. By tuning such parameters, it may be possible to obtain a closer resemblance to nature, but the global dynamics will likely be the same as in our abstract models. Passive margin compression could not be achieved without a convection regime that approaches that of a sluggish lid, and without the active support from an upwelling force at the ridge side of the convection cell, in addition to the ridge-push, whose magnitude and above all, the magnitude of its temporal changes, are smaller and would not significantly alter the force balance.

[36] The simplified model setup that we designed here is mostly conceptual and does not allow for a close examination of the location of expected locations of compression. We therefore also conducted tests using more “realistic,” 3-D spherical models (Figure 10), using the global mantle flow modeling setup as discussed by Becker and Faccenna [2011]. We explore models where mantle flow is alternatively driven by density anomalies inferred from seismic tomography—and therefore includes both downwellings at subduction zones and upwellings above the superswell— and density anomalies that correspond to subducting slabs only. While the second scenario (Figure 10a) mostly compresses the active margins of upper plates and leaves other areas at rest, the first scenario (Figure 10b) efficiently compresses passive margins where the geological record reveals their uplift, exhumation, and tectonic inversion. This confirms the conclusions from the simplified 2-D models.

[37] Such effects are particularly clear for the South American plate, where only the active margin is under compression if flow is driven by the descending Nazca slab alone, and both active and passive margins are compressed when mantle upwellings drive the system. This finding also
holds along passive margins from western Africa, Eastern North America, Scandinavia and the British Isles, and in Australia, providing a good match with the examples of Figure 1. Unlike these more Earth-like global circulation models, the simplified model setup that we designed here is mostly conceptual and does not allow for a close examination of the location of expected locations of compression. The advanced regional specificity of the global models also helps to explain for instance that observed tectonic inversion and exhumation sometimes occur remotely from the strict ocean-continent boundary (Figure 1).

The large-scale, deep mantle flow mechanisms that we discuss here may well interact with local, self-destabilization and subduction initiation effects at passive margins, in particular along the Atlantic [Nikolaeva et al., 2010, 2011]. Gravitational instabilities arise due to the effectively positively buoyant continental lithosphere, and may lead to underthrusting of the oceanic lithosphere beneath the continental lithosphere, if this latest is sufficiently weak to flow. Nikolaeva et al. [2010] show that such instabilities may occasionally trigger modest compression and uplift. The far-field forces due to the underlying mantle convection, that act as a vice, would facilitate this destabilization, foster underthrusting, uplift, and exhumation of the passive margin.

Also, some regional settings deserve particular attention. For instance, Greenland does not clearly fit in our simplified model setup because it is surrounded by passive margins. Yet this situation is even more prone to compression (modeling shows that sea floor spreading compresses plates, subduction extends them). However, our global circulation models do not reveal compression but strike slip in the region. This result may be due to the fact that the model lacks definition for shorter wavelength patterns of mantle flow because the resolution of the input tomographic model compares to that of Greenland itself.

5. Conclusions

In summary, both our simplified theoretical models and more Earth-like global circulation models reveal that the combined buoyancy forces from upwellings and downwellings play a prominent role in the tectonic reactivation of passive margins, their uplift, and exhumation. Plate convergence is assisted by pulsating deep mantle upwellings which transiently
actively stimulate plate motion at the other end, on the ridge-side. The Cenozoic is the time during which many mountain belts grew worldwide. It is also the time during which the free drift of continents above the mantle became gradually hampered by multiple collisions, like Africa-Eurasia, Arabia-Eurasia, India-Eurasia, Australia-Eurasia, and slab anchoring underneath South America [Husson et al., 2012]. These events are contemporaneous with the disappearance of many subduction zones (most of the Tethys and Farallon), while total ridge length remained steady. All of these events contribute to an increase of the compression in the lithosphere. Most emblematic is the development of the American cordilleras and Alpine chains. However, the same mechanism may also have led to compression at passive margins, as shown by the simultaneous morphotectonic events at passive margins (as discussed for South America by Cogné et al. [2012], for example). Such compressive events, both at active and passive margins, were likely boosted by active mantle upwellings. The activity of those upwellings may be somewhat irregular, leading us to suggest that morphotectonic activity at both passive and active margins is strongly affected by the transient bursts that may occur on the ridge side of tectonic plates, e.g., due to pulsating thermochemical, deep mantle plumes. Indeed, other upwelling pulses may have occurred at other times, as highlighted for instance by post-riift vertical movements and horizontal deformation observed in the eastern margin of the Central Atlantic before the Cenozoic [Bertotti and Gouizu, 2012]. In principle, this mechanism could thus have prevailed during other compressive phases ( Hercynian, for instance), and this would be an indirect proxy to evaluate the respective roles of upwellings and downwellings in the past, as well as their geometrical distribution. Unfortunately, deformation at passive margins is most certainly too subtle to be preserved earlier than the current collision phase. For the more recent times, however, the not-so-passive margins may hold useful, and as of yet not fully exploited clues, for unraveling the dynamics of plate tectonics.
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